Welcome and Opening Remarks
Brett Rushforth, PhD
History Department Head

Commencement Address
Allison Madar, PhD
Introduction
Lonnie G. Bunch III
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institute

Comments on Behalf of the Graduates
Robert Haskett, PhD
Introduction
Emily Potucek
Senior Commencement Speaker

Recognition of Department Awards and Honors
Arafaat Valiani, PhD

Grad Roll
Graduating Class of 2020
Personalized messages from our graduating students
HISTORY AWARD RECIPIENTS

GRADUATE AWARDS

Kircher Excellence in Graduate Teaching Award
Preetham Sridharan

William M. Nord Scholarship
Christopher Smith

Thomas T. Turner Prize
Spencer Abbe
Aziza Baker
Lucas Burke
Emily Cole
Patience Collier
Erik Glowark
Breann Goosman

William M. Nord Scholarship
Nicole Ritson
Cydney Taylor
Samuel TenBrook

Paul S. Dull Scholarship
Amelia Hahn
Sydney O'Neil

Edwin R. Bingham Scholarship
Charlie Early
Audrey Kalman

Clio Awards
Isabelle Amezcua
Kyle Canion Brewer
Kaitlyn Champoux
Leah Chen
Hunter Coy
Jake Dellinger
Sydney Duncan
Alex Goldman
Linnea Greenlund
Abigail Hall
Grace Hall
Julie Hughes
Kilian Jones
Abby Keep
David Lerma
Emma Miller
Ben Simmes
Shade Streeter
Riley Vannatta
Elena Zilar

UNDERGRADUATE AWARDS

John A. Schwab Memorial Scholarship
Seth Murawsky

F. James Pensiero Scholarship in History
Emily Potucek

Faculty Recognition Awards
Daisy Burge
Starla Chambrose
David Grabicki
Daniel Hinckley
Mads Harris Miller
Stephen Tabor
ADVANCED DEGREE CANDIDATES

Doctor of Philosophy

**Nichelle Frank**
Advisor: Marsha Weisiger, PhD

**Erik Glowark**
Advisor: Jeff Hanes, PhD

**Rebecca Hastings**
Advisor: Julie Hessler, PhD

Master of Arts

**Jack Evans**
Advisors: Jeff Ostler, PhD and Marsha Weisiger, PhD

**Sam McClelland**
Advisors: David Luebke, PhD and Vera Keller, PhD

**Ariana Persico**
Advisor: Jeff Ostler, PhD

**Christopher Simmerman**
Advisors: John McCole, PhD and George Sheridan, PhD

BACCALAUREATE DEGREE CANDIDATES

**Satori Makena Albee**

**Amanda Isabel Amezcua**

**Karl Decatur Armbrust**

**Walter Du Ruz Bender**

**Jonathan Blake**

**Dylan Isaac Blizzard**

**Sophia Rose Boskovich**

**Daisy Claire Burge**

**Kennedy Tatum Byrd-Luddington**

**Emily Vanessa Cabrales**

**Kyley Elise Canion-Brewer**

**Kaitlyn Champoux**

**Candice Valirie Chico**

**Kate Chiddix**

**Matthew Charles Christman**

**Katherine Margaret Clark**

**Brenton Allen Cobb**

**Madison Gardner Cobb**

**David Lee Cornell**

**Hunter Charles Rylee Coy**

**Holly Susan Curtis**

**Mingchen Dai**

**Maya Leela Date**

**Matthew Warren Eggiman**

**Dominik Ramon Estrada**

**Wyatt Benjamin Fetrow**

**Amanda Brittany Floyd**
Dale Michael Frost
Devon Zachary Goldberg
Alexander Gale Goldman
David Edward Grabicki
Rachel Danielle Gragg
Wyatt Hans Gregory
Abigail Parshall Hall
Daniel Levine Hinckley
Oliver Ian Hodson
Jeffrey Lee Holloway
Chenyinuo Huang
Joseph David Hutchins
Kandis Asia Jordan
Jason Leith Katsoyannos
Abigail Joy Keep
Bryan Matthew Kelchlin
Grace Aziza Mia Keller
Ethan Donghyun Kim
Kyle James King
Paige Alexis Kosa
Garcia Sergio Lagunas
Adrienne Michelle Lampo
Kelli Frances Langlands
Austin Humphrey Lanham
Megan Paige Laskey
Ruinian Li
Congji Liu
Drew Lovern

Grant C. Lucas
Casey Aaron Malosh
Holly Nicole McHugh
Onica Belin Mello
Hunter Adam Moen
Francisco Morales
Max Avraham Moyer
Rhonda Maerene Neal
Maximillian James Nevarez
Abbie Christine O’Hara
Emelia Mary Padilla
Robin Bailey Philips
Emily Laura Potucek
Nicole Ritson
Erica Isabel Salas
Jacob Andrew Sanders
Aaron Michael Scoggin
Alexander Christopher Shadle
Jackson Thomas Shotts
Benjamin Franklin Sleater
Fiona E. Smallman
Joseph Thomas Stockman
Shade Konner Streeter
Stephen Aidan Tabor
Joel Andrew Williams
Alyssa Lee Zemp
Kejian Zeng
Yilin Zhang

1 Summa cum laude 2 Magna cum laude 3 Cum laude 4 Phi Beta Kappa 5 History Department honors